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2012 PINOT NOIR, FIDDLESTIX VINEYARD, STA. RITA HILLS
PHILOSOPHY
We strive to create Pinot Noirs of textural purity, complexity and
balance. Complexity and balance are achieved by meticulous
attention to detail in the vineyard, where each vineyard block is
managed for appropriate canopy and proper yields. Textural purity
can only result where the delicate and ethereal pinot noir is very
gently handed without manipulation. Therefore we age our wines
on their lees, without racking, with little movement and constant
topping. Moreover, each wine is bottled only after sufficient time
in barrel to permit ideal evolution.
100% Pinot Noir
VINEYARD

Fiddlestix - 100%
CLONES
113, 115, 667, 777
YIELD (Tons Per Acre)
113 – 2.67 667 – 2.9
115 – 2.35
777- 3.7
Average = 2.83
HARVEST DATES
DATES
September 21 to 27
APPELLATION
Sta. Rita Hills
FERMENTATION
1.5 Ton Open Top Fermenters
17% whole cluster
4-7 day cold soak
Native and commercial yeasts
COOPERAGE
100% French Oak, 22% new
AGING
17 months on the lees
BOTTLING
BOTTLING
February 26, 2014 (unfiltered)
ALCOHOL: 14.5%
CASES PRODUCED: 400

We bottle single vineyard wines when wines from a particular
vineyard express a unique character or sense of “place” and yet are
complete wines of balance, harmony and interest.
THE VINEYARD
Fiddlestix is a renowned vineyard at the cool western edge of the
Sta. Rita Hills appellation. The early morning fog and cool
afternoon breezes provide Pinot Noir with a long, even growing
season, which allows full phenolic maturity at reasonable sugar
levels. We obtain fruit from four separate blocks (Four different
clones) throughout the vineyard, and each is individually
monitored, harvested, fermented, barreled, and aged. Each clone
contributes complexity to the final blend.
THE VINTAGE
2012 was an exceptional vintage, both in terms of productivity and
quality. Budbreak was early, but we avoided any significant frosts.
Set took place under sunny skies without excessive winds. The
growing season was long and warm, without any significant heat
spikes. September in particular was lovely, with lots of sunshine, but
cold nights helped moderate the sugar development in the grapes,
allowing for long even ripening and retention of critical acidity.
Harvest weather was mild and sunny, and we were able to monitor
each block and pick at optimum ripeness.
WINEMAKING
We schedule all picks for early morning (or night) harvest, and we
personally hand sort clusters in the field. We process the fruit
within hours; some is fully destemmed without crushing, some is
fermented with a percentage of whole clusters. We cold soak the
grapes for 4 to 7 days before permitting fermentation to commence
with native yeasts, and using a mixture of pigeage, pumpovers and
gentle punchdowns for extraction. At dryness, we drain the free
run juice to barrel and gently press the remaining barrels
separately. This wine was aged on its lees for 17 months in French
oak barrels, 22% new, without racking, before rigorous selection,
blending and bottling without filtration.

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $54
PROPRIETORS/WINEMAKERS:
John Dragonette, Steve Dragonette, & Brandon Sparks-Gillis
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